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Strikes and the Revolutionary Struggle
By Harry Stone

When the railroad workers were recently the establishment of a government of workers

awarded an increase in wages, many of them, tho only.

not entirely satisfied with the slight increase, To some, it may seem that, since the workers

nevertheless felt that the problem of securing a are unable to gain any material advantage thru
decent living for themselves had once again been their struggle for higher wages and shorter hours,
fairly well solved. When it was pointed out to it would be far better to abondon the every day

them, however, that the increase in wages was struggle for existence and concentrate all energies

more than offset by the augmented rates, some to abolish the wages system. This is not possible,

felt dubious abo it the increase, but others declar- - The fight for daily bread is a part of the class
ed that they did not care, for it was the "Public", struggle even as is the battle for all power to

not they, who would foot the cost. The master the workers. It is not a matter of liking. The
Class has done its work well. With the workers workers must fight on the industrial field the
and capitalists, composing the "Public", yet Cap- - battle of wages and hours. On the political field

ital has managed to cause millions of workers to meaning by this the various means, such as the
believe that the workers in the shop is persoiv political mass strike for example, used to obtain
entirely distinct from the worker out of the shop, political supremacy only the revolutionary strug-.- v

It is time we were done with such arrant humbug gle must be waged.

as a third element in, society, the "Public". There The Wage Struggle Makes For Rebels
is a working class, which is the vast majority or To abondon the wages struggle would mean
the whole of society and the capitalist class, the to weaken the stamina and morale of the working
numerically insignificant portion of society, and class. To submit without a fight to the constant

their interests since one is the exploited and the encroachments of capital upon the working class

other the exploiter are positively opposed to would result in a weak and craven working class,

each other. a body of fearful and timid slaves. And one can-"T- he

Iron Law of Wages" not expect revolutionary action from workers with
But to return to the wages question. As with a slave morale. But rebellious slave is the hope

the railroad men, so with all other workers of the world. And therein lays th special value

wages only go up after there has been an increase of the wages and --hours conflict to the revolution-i- n

the cost of living. The workers, in fact struggle ary movement. The wages struggle makes for
to maintain their traditional standard of living, rebels. In the fight, the workers are aroused. The
Here and there, individuals raise their standard, brains and brawn of the workers are matched
but as a class, the workers receive only enough against the brains and brawn of the capitalists,
to maintain themselves and to reproduce their The militant energies which are needed 'to over-kin- d

that there may be more grist for the mill, throw the robbers' rule are generated in the
It was a bourgeois economist, Ricardo, who form- - struggle for bread.
ulated the "Iron Law of Wages" as the amount It is for the class conscious workers to point
essential for e istence. Wages fluctuate above and out to the masses that no permament benefits can

below the level of existence, but over a period of be gained by a purely wages and hours objective
time, we find that the workers get only enough and they must explain why this is so. They must
to live on from day to day. Just so long as the endeavor to permeate the workers' minds with
system of exploitation, of robbery, lasts, just so revolutionary ideals and to direct as quickly as

long will the workers have to struggle to obtain possible the struggles of the workers into revolu-wag- es

sufficient even for existence. Capitalism is tionary channels. The poisonous slogan, "A fair
run for the benefit of the Capitalists, not for the day's wages for a fair days work", Must
workers. If the workers wish to get more of the be "relegated to the Museum of anti-bett- er

things of life, they must act not merely in quities", and in its place, the workers must
the every day struggle for life, but for the over- - inscribe on their banner the revolutionary watch-thro- w

of a system of pillage and plunder and 'for word, "Abolition of the wages system."


